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Exercise 1 – Set up your own farm, define the details and analyse market conditions
Before you set up a farm business you should be well informed about the average farm size in the
country and in the county. If you don’t have any arable land and you would like to investigate into
a farm, get general information in county level e.g. average farm size (ha), number of farmers,
main products, demand and supply relations, number of competitors, distance from
slaughterhouse, post-harvest and selling opportunities, bank loan options, payment options (if you
are in the EU), which production technologies are used by the other farmers.
1) Define your skills, professions, experiences in 500 characters and make your own CV
and send it to the teacher (based on the following: https://zety.com/resumetemplates?gclid=EAIaIQobChMIo4Tp_tqS3wIVzOR3Ch2TFgN2EAAYAyAAEgL3yfD_
BwE#1 )

2) Define your goals at least in 500 characters:

3) Make decision about the place of your business, about your main activities – choose
one plant and one animal, define the size of the production and main production
conditions (e.g. place, climate conditions, soil conditions, land size, soil type,
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infrastructure

conditions,

technology

details,

participation

in

EU

agro-

Environmental or in …………………..Program)
a) plant production – fruit (which?) orchard/vineyard/grain (which?)
………………………………..
b) animal husbandry – meat/milk cattle/pig/poultry (which?) ………………………..
Description (at least in 500-500 characters) based on the following parts:
-

Name of the business:

-

Place (settlement) name:

-

Climate conditions (average rainfall, heavy rainfalls, yearly sunshine hours, annual
average temperature, maximum temperature in summertime, and in wintertime,
drought risk or other risks):

-

Soil conditions (main soil types, physical-chemical soil conditions, number and size of
plots):
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-

Environmental conditions (soil, surface water, groundwater, air, environmental
oriented management/not)

4) Define the type and size of your business enterprise - small/medium size enterprise –
e.g. ltd. and get information about the process how to set up an ltd., get in touch with
a lawyer, who could navigate you in right way by administration process.
5) Get in touch with an accountant to get information about required documentation,
deadlines, cost of accounting.
6) Analyse market conditions in 1500-2000 characters (size of market, number of
competitors, number of products and forms, number of substitutes (e.g. milk
substitutes) and types, types and groups of costumers:
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Purpose of the exercise: learn how to define goals and make plans and how to make a market
analyses based on given conditions.
Required knowledge: being suitable for defining goals, being able to make decisions and analyse a
market in system approach.
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Exercise 2 – Strategical planning
Based on previous exercise make strategical planning for your main business activities e.g. plant
production or animal husbandry. Commonly used technique is SOWT analysis which is a strategic
planning tool that helps a business owner identify his/her own strengths and weaknesses, as well
as any opportunities and threats that may exist in a specific business situation. Strengths and
Weaknesses contain inner advantages/disadvantages. Business management has direct control for
these conditions e.g. employers with professional experience/small capacities.
In the case of Strengths (for this quadrant) think about the attributes of yourself and your business
that will help you achieve your objective. Questions to consider are the following:


What do you do well?



What are your unique skills/attitudes/unique experiences?



What expert or specialized knowledge do you have?



What do you do better than your competitors?



Where are you most profitable in your business?

In the case of Weakness (for this quadrant), think about of yourself and your business that could
hurt your progress in achieving your objective. Questions to consider are the following:


In what areas do you need to improve?



What resources (infrastructure, human, money) do you lack?



What parts of your business are not very profitable/effective?



Where do you/your employers need further education and/or experience?



What costs you time and/or money?

Opportunities and Threats involve governmental or market or political or economic conditions.
You or your business have no direct control on them.
In the case of Opportunities (for this quadrant), think about the external conditions that will help
you achieve your objective. Questions to consider are the following:


How can change in positive way the behave of your existing customer groups or clients?



Which kind of product/service demand could appear on costumer market?



Which R+D+I resulted technologies are available globally?



Which kind of positive financial/governmental/commercial/tax/payment opportunity
changes can you predict?



Are there related products and services that provide an opportunity for your business?
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In the case of Threats (for this quadrant), think about those external conditions that could damage
your business's performance. Questions to consider are the following:


What obstacles do you face?



What are the strengths of your biggest competitors?



Can you predict increasing rate of your competitors?



What are your competitors doing that you're not?



What's going on in the economy?



What's going on in the industry?



Which yearly effects can reduce the production yield?



Can you predict the raising of substitute products?

A) Based on above instructions make SWOT analysis for ……………………………… (plant
production). Write minimum 5-5 components to each quadrant.
Strengths

Weakness

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

Opportunities

Threats

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

B) Please describe the above SWOT analysis, causes and relations and effects in minimum
one page!
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C) Based on above instructions make SWOT analysis for ………………………………
(animal husbandry). Write minimum 5-5 components to each quadrant.
Strengths

Weakness

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

Opportunities

Threats

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

D) Please describe the above SWOT analysis, causes and relations and effects in minimum
one page!
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Purpose of the exercise: to define a concepts and highlight the borderlines of the activities.
Required knowledge: get knowledge about how think based on strategical concept and how to
applicate system approach in business planning.
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Exercise 3 – Risk management
During production number of risk can occur.
First of all, take into consideration of production risks. This includes the failure of the plant's
machinery, its equipment, and damage of warehouses and storage facilities. The latter could be
mentioned in the example that any kind of damage is generated in a container and the packaging
of the goods stored there or, in worse case, feed flies. In the case of plant production, storms,
frequent heavy rainfalls, drought are production risks too.
Sales risk: The member state countries supply many agricultural raw materials and products. In
addition, many international enterprises appeared as competitor in the market. With these
products, if the company could not compete, it would reduce the amount of products sold and
disappear.
Inflation risk: Inflation must be mentioned as an independent risk factor. Inflation is showing a
steady rise in price levels. Inflation is a process, so sudden rise in price levels is not inflation. The
rate of inflation is determined by the degree of change in the price level. In its calculation, the
absolute level of price level change (the difference between the current and the base period price
level) is divided by the price level of the base period. The current rate of inflation is around 5-7 %.
Sector specific risks (e.g. dairy cattle breeding, pig breeding): A dairy cattle farm has high
investment needs, whose value is slowly recovering. The implementation of a new technology has
enormous costs, but there is almost nothing on the revenue side. This is largely contributed by the
recent market disturbances - a much lower market price than milk prices -, the unpredictability of
state subsidies and sharp competition resulted by EU common market. The sector thus has
extremely low profitability and it is very difficult to break it out. Due to the milk quota system, it
is constrained. In addition, cattle are a slowly growing and developing species, as well as growing
quality assurance requirements and hygiene expectations. In the end, only companies that meet all
requirements will remain in competition.
Fiction Ltd. carries most of the milk produced to its own dairy, it can be said that its sales
opportunities are available. They produce more than 95% extra-quality milk, which is very
important because as a member of the EU, only this category has only competitiveness. So during
production process the main goal is to provide the best conditions for milk production, thus
increasing yields and the profitability. Ltd. also takes care about animal welfare (and related
regulations) in practice.
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Breeding pigs: The successful pig farmer always uses good breeding animals. The piglets that are
produced must grow fast and produce quality carcasses with a high percentage of meat and a small
quantity of fat. Ltd. ensures that have pigs of good quality and the management and standard of
hygiene are excellent. In addition, breeding policy is used. Pig breeding has also a high risk factor
for high capital requirements. Although. its return may be somewhat shorter than in cattle
breeding, the profitability of the sector is also low. In recent years, the world market price of pigs
has been very low. However, it is not possible to stop an animal breeding sector from one moment
to another due to market fluctuations. So there could not be a flexible response to market changes.
Although the sales price of pigs is currently increasing, it is still below European prices.
Breeding of intensive varieties requires a great deal of professional skills and modern technology
implementation. In comparison to other European countries, best available technology is available
here. From animal health point of view, we can speak about risky animal species for pigs. So the
focus should be on prevention. We have a solution for the disposal and treatment of slurry and
manure.
Crop production: The main feature of a crop production sector is seasonality. The weather is a
constant question. The intemperate weather (precipitation) of the past few years and the more
frequent occurrence of drought years now even more strongly confirm this (frost damage, inland
waters and hailstones). In given weather conditions, multiple irrigation is needed, which greatly
increases production costs. This sector also struggles with market disturbances, and any small
income that can be realized is also disappearing. At the same time, it is not good if rainy rainfall
occurs at certain stages of the growing season, because the increased contamination of pathogens
will increase the pesticide costs.
However, if there is no adequate contractual background in the production, processing and sales
process, it causes crises. Fiction Ltd. trying to combine and manage the above-mentioned
processes.
However, the question of rented areas another important risk factor for the Ltd. As the business
does not own any land, it is not possible by current legislation. It is always a question for
agronomists whether it is worth to fertilize the soil for higher yields or it is unnecessary because
next year the owner will not extend the contract and only increase the costs. Of course, this
problem does not exist to all lands. There are also rental contracts for longer periods. Each year
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they carry out soil testing. Fertilizer is used in consideration of the test results. Based on the soil
test results, the optimal NPK composition is blended with machines.
Some of the crop is delivered to the feed mixer. There are contracts for another part of it. They
also try to find a buyer for any remaining crops. Storage is solved.
Areas are scattered so it is not profitable for crop production without long term contracts on each
(neighbour) plots.
A) Based on above production risk assessment, please describe the production risks and
sector specific risks of your own enterprise at least in one-one page!
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Purpose of the exercise: to think it over which potential production risks can occur in the field of
animal husbandry and crop production.
Required knowledge: ability of crop production and animal husbandry and management
knowledge integration.
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Exercise 4 – Resource planning
1) Land: Fiction Ltd. manages 1502 ha in this year. The total area varies depending on land rent
contracts year by year. The whole area is rented by the company. 93.4% of the area is arable land.
The dominant soil types are chernozem and meadow chernozem soils. 6% of the area is grassland.
The distribution of land is shown in Table 1.
Table 1. Land use at Fiction Ltd.
Land use
Arable land
Garden
Orchard
Vineyard
Grassland
Agricultural area
Forest
Reed
Fishpond
Production area
Area removed from
cultivation
Total area

Private
(ha)
-

Land
Rented
(ha)
1403.5
98.54
1502.04
1502.04
-

Total
(ha)
1403.5
98.54
1502.04
1502.04
-

-

1502.04

1502.04

All of the plots are well accessible by concrete or gravel roads along the way. The company leases
arable land from the members, with an average annual fee of 30 kg of crops - half of wheat, half of
maize per hectare or current market price - their value in cash. No rent is required for grasslands.
Most of the plots have irregular shape and their size is extremely varied. Although the average
size is 23.8 ha and only very few areas over 45 ha. The largest plot area is 95.68 hectares. Main
crops are cereals, legumes and industrial plants. Figure 1. shows the rate of different crops:
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Figure 1. Main crops
A) Please plan the land use categories and production structure and write a description
about it based on the above structure at least in 500 characters!

Table 2. Land use at ……………………………………….. Ltd.

Land use
Arable land
Garden
Orchard

Private
(ha)
-

Land
Rented
(ha)
1403.5
-

Total
(ha)
1403.5
-
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Vineyard
Grassland
Agricultural area
Forest
Reed
Fishpond
Production area
Area removed from
cultivation
Total area

-

98.54
1502.04
1502.04
-

98.54
1502.04
1502.04
-

-

1502.04

1502.04

2) Capital:
So-called asset structure indicators can be quantified from the data of the asset side of the balance
sheet, with which the main proportions within the assets and their changes can be analysed. The
most generally applied asset structure indicators are the invested assets and current assets,
compared to the total assets.
Capital structure indicators can be generated from the liability side of the balance sheet in order to
support to the analysis of the capital position.
The equity ratio is an indicator that is frequently calculated and evaluated both in Hungary and
internationally in the assessment of the capital position of the companies. This indicator shows the
equity ratio within the total liabilities.
Equity ratio (%) = Equity / Total liabilities
The equity ratio is a financial ratio indicating the relative proportion of equity used to finance a
company's assets. The two components are often taken from the firm's balance sheet or statement
of financial position (so-called book value), but the ratio may also be calculated using market
values for both, if the company's equities are publicly traded.
The equity ratio is especially in Central Europe a very common financial ratio while in the US the
debt to equity ratio is more often used in financial (research) reports.
Equity Ratio (%) = Owners Equity/Total Assets
Capital growth, or capital appreciation, is the increase in value of an asset or investment over time.
Capital growth is measured by the difference between the current value, or market value, of an
asset or investment and its purchase price, the value at the time the asset or investment
was acquired.
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Other indicators relating to equity, which help assessing the performance of a company are the
Return on equity ratios, with which the increase in assets in the current year funded from equity
(part of the profit (reinvested profit) remaining at the company from the post-tax profit in line with
the shareholders’ decision on dividend payment) can be assessed.
Depending on the basis of comparison, the return on equity can be defined in two versions:
Return on equity % = Net profit / Registered capital
It shows the changes in capital in the current year based on the profitability of the activities of the
company compared to the original capital figure.
Return on equity % = Net profit / Shareholder’s equity
It shows the role of the net profit in the development of the equity figure, i.e. it reflects the
decrease or increase of the original capital (registered capital) and the equity accumulated (lost) in
the years of operation in the current year.
The equity and registered capital ratio is another often used indicator in the analysis of equity
(Equity-registered capital ratio). This indicator looks at the overall increase of equity (not only
in the current year).
Equity-Registered capital ratio = Equity / Registered capital ratio
Fixed assets coverage ratio = Equity/ Fixed assets
Asset Coverage Ratio measures how well a company can cover its short-term debt obligations
with its assets.
Asset Coverage Ratio = ((Assets – Intangible Assets) – (Current Liabilities – Short-term Debt)) /
Total Debt
In this equation, "assets" refers to total assets, and "intangible assets" are assets that can't be
physically touched, such as goodwill or patents. "Current liabilities" are liabilities due within one
year, and "short-term debt" is debt that is also due within one year. "Total debt" includes both
short-term and long-term debt. All of these line items can be found in the annual report.
The compound annual growth rate (CAGR) is a useful measure of growth over multiple time
periods. It can be thought of as the growth rate that gets you from the initial investment value to
the ending investment value if you assume that the investment has been compounding over the
time period.
The formula for CAGR is:
CAGR = ( EV / BV)1 / n - 1
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where:
EV=Investment's ending value
BV = Investment's beginning value
n = Number of periods (months, years, etc.)
Capital growth has number of indicators which are the following:
1.Capital Growth = Shareholder’s equity / Registered capital
2.Capital Growth= Profit/loss according to the balance sheet/ Subscribed capital
3.Capital Growth = Profit/loss according to the balance sheet / Owners’ equity
Equity multiplier= Total assets / Stockholder’s equity
The formula for equity multiplier is total assets divided by stockholder's equity. Equity multiplier
is a financial leverage ratio that evaluates a company's use of debt to purchase assets.
A) Based above formulas, please analyse the following:
Table 3. Indicators of capital
Indicators
Equity ratio (%)
Return on equity %
(Shareholder’s equity)
Return on equity %
(Registered capital))
Capital Growth (1)
Equity multiplier

Previous Current
Year
Year
69.46% 68.46%
0.28%

-8.09%

0.19% -5.98%
147.83% 135.37%
1.44
1.46
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3) Human resource planning based on the number of employers, activities, full time/part time
worker and pay by the hour (other wage cost).
labour availability = labour / land (person/ha)
A) Draw the organisational structure of your planned enterprise!
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Purpose of the exercise: to be able to calculate capital structure indicators and understand them.
Required knowledge: financial and business knowledge, participating in decision support system.
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Exercise 5 – Production structure and production technology
1) Animal husbandry - Broiler chicken sector
In broiler chicken sector the income generated by selling meat. In addition, company can increase
its income by selling manure or selling manure as a new product. The rate of culled animals is ~ 2
%.
General technology parameters

Value (unit)

or
Description
ROSS 308
extruded feed, compound feed,
On straw-beds (deep litter-loose housing)
2%
5.8
42 days

Components
Specie, variety
Feeding system
Farming method
Rate of culled animals (%)
Rotation number/year
Growing period (days)
Average weight at the end of growing
period (kg)
Number of chicken/m2

1.8-2.2
14-16

Dairy cattle sector
In dairy cattle sector the highest income generated by the sale of raw milk. This gives 85% rate of
the revenue of the entire sector. In addition, the company can increase its sales by selling (young)
animals and selling meat from culled animals. The rate of culled animals is ~ 40 %. Calculate with
4 calf/ whether cow.
A) Please fill the next table for your own enterprise.
Table 4. General technology parameters
General technology parameters

Components
Specie, variety
Feeding system
Farming method
Rate of culled animals (%)
Frequency of calving (nap)

Value (unit)

or

Description
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Fecundity (%)(calf/total calving)
305 days lactation period
Semen dose (dose number/calf)
Describe the above indicators at least in 300 characters! Than draw the flowchart of dairy cattle
production (each step should contain age and weight – when getting to group and leaving the
group- body weight gain (kg/day), average number of the group.

2) Plant production
Land cultivated by Fiction enterprise is rented land. It produces grain on the largest area, with the
second largest area of legumes. Produced industrial crops are beet and sunflowers.
For winter wheat the predominant plant is corn. Before the sugar beet, winter wheat was produced.
When setting up sowing, market conditions are determinant. Another influencing factor is state
regulation. After joining the European Union, it came up with an aid program that was impossible
to ignore in technological decisions. Finally, the biological needs and tolerance of the plant is
important factor too.
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During cultivation only fertilizer is used. The fertilizers environmental impacts are known. Soil
tests are carried out in order to avoid pollution and to ensure optimum harmony of nutrients for the
plant's needs. So they take actions to avoid soil erosion and avoid pollution of ground water, by
the calculation fertilizer need. Soil cultivation ensures better soil structure. Company takes care to
reduce the degree of erosion.
Table 5. Sowing structure
Sowing structure
Plant
Grain
Winter wheat
Corn
Leguminous
Soy
Industrial crops
Sugar beet
Sunflower
Fibre and succule feed
Vegetables
Fruits
Other plants
Abandonment

Private
(ha)
-

Land
Rented
(ha)
1060
490
570

Total area
(ha)
1060
490
570

245
245
75
65
10
23.5

245
245
75
65
10
23.5

Preceding crop

sunflower
winter wheat,
sugar beet
corn
corn
winter wheat
winter wheat
winter wheat
-

A) Please fill the next table for your own enterprise.
Table 6. Sowing structure (…………………….……….. Ltd.)
Sowing structure
Plant

Private
(ha)

Land
Rented
(ha)

Total area
(ha)

Preceding crop

Grain
Leguminous
Industrial crops
Fibre and succule feed
Vegetables
Fruits
Other plants
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Abandonment
B) Chose one crop and plan its flowchart (each step should contain process name, date, machine
(combination), material cost, total cost)

Purpose of the exercise: learn how to plan in different production sectors, to get a picture about
resource planning.
Required knowledge: knowledge of animal husbandry technology and plant production
technology.
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Exercise 6 – Production value (Revenue)
Broiler chicken sector
Main production indicator is the amount (weight) of chicken meat.
Table 7. Produced meat
Indicator

Unit

Yield ’16

Yield ’17

Yield ’18

Total. live weight

kg

1 000 000

1 500 000

1 600 154

Table 8. Sales price

Product

Unit
(Ft/l, Ft/kg,
Ft/tonna, Ft/db)

Broiler
chicken

Price ’16

Price ’17

308

304

Ft/kg

Production Value= Total. live weight x price = 308 000 000 Ft (2016)
Production Value= Total. live weight x price = 456 000 000 Ft (2017)
Production value of one chicken = Total broiler chicken / Production value =
308 000 000 / 500 000 = 616 Ft / chicken
A) Please calculate production value and efficiency indices for your diary cattle sector per
year, fill the tables
Table 9. Production indicators
Indicator
Milk

Unit

Yield ’16

Yield ’17

Yield ’18

liter/cow/y
ear
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Table 10. Sales price list

Unit
EUR/l, EUR/kg,
EUR/ton,
Ft/piece)

Product

Price ’….

Price ’….

Production value of milk in……
Production value of calves sale in..
Production value of heifer sales in..
Production value of cull whether cows in…
Production value of the annual milk production per cow..
Production value per cow…
Plant production sector
Next table contains the yield data of different crops.
Table11 Yield of crops
Plant products
Winter wheat
Corn
Soya
Sugar beet
Sunflower
Winter barley

Yield’16
(t/ha)
4.8
7.6
2.1
2.4
4.3

Total
amount
sale (t)
2 850
4 236
259
108
90

Yield ’17
for
(t/ha)
5.2
6.7
3.1
2.5
4.4

Total
amount
sale (t)
2196
3 285
525,6
100
95

for
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Table 12. Sales price list
Plant products
Winter wheat
Corn
Soya
Sugar beet
Sunflower
Winter barley

Price ‘16
(Ft/t)
40 000
46 000
63 000
50 000
105 000
37 000

Price’ 17
(Ft/t)
45 500
43 500
63 000
50 000
104 000
39 000

Production
value ‘16
(Ft)
114 000 000
194 856 000
16 317 000
11 340 000
3 330 000

Production
value ‘16
(Ft)
99 918 000
142 897 500
33 112 800
10 400 000
3 705 000

Table 13. Production value of different sectors
Plant products
Winter wheat
Corn
Soya
Sugar beet
Sunflower
Winter barley

B) Please calculate the following indicators:
Production value per 1 tone winter wheat=
Production value per one hectare=
C) Plan the production value for you plant yields based on above exercise
Table 14. Plant production yields
Plant products

Yield’….
(t/ha)

Total
amount
sale (t)

Yield ’…..
for
(t/ha)

Total
amount
sale (t)

for
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Table 15. Sales price list
Plant products

Price ‘…..
(……./t)

Price’….
(……/t)

Production
value ‘……
(………..)

Production
value ‘…..
(………)

Table 16. Production value in different sectors
Plant products

Total
B) Please calculate the following indicators:
Production value per 1 tone ………………………=
Production value per one hectare=

Purpose of the exercise: to calculate production value in different agricultural sectors
Required knowledge: able to plan business activities and related production value.
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Exercise 7 – Production cost
Production costs refer to the costs incurred by a business when manufacturing a good or providing
a service. Production costs include a variety of expenses, such as labor, raw materials, consumable
manufacturing supplies, and general overhead. Additionally, taxes levied by the government or
royalties owed by natural resource extracting companies are also considered production costs.
In production, there are direct costs and indirect costs. For example, direct costs for manufacturing
an automobile are materials, such as plastic and metal materials and the labor required to produce
the finished product. Indirect costs include overhead, such as rent, administrative salaries, and
utility expenses. ( source: https://www.investopedia.com/terms/p/production-cost.asp )
Production cost = expense x price
Animal husbandry – dairy cattle husbandry
Production cost include all cost which relate to milk/meat production right now. So this cost
depending on the number of animals and their consumption etc.
Table 17. Expense relating to animal husbandry
Expense
(the whole farm)
Expense title
Unit
Quantity
Animal medicines
Ft
44 486 000
Semen
Ft
5 276 382
Water
from own well
Gas
Ft
6 273 440
Electricity
Ft
14 584 843
Chemicals
Ft
7 130 588

Price

It can be seen that the company is spending quite a lot on medicines. The biggest effort is power.
Water comes from a well-drilled well.
Cost level = Production cost / Production value
Crop production
The sector deals with the production of winter wheat, maize, soybeans, sunflower, and sugar beet.
We have regular earnings from livestock production during the year. However, in the case of crop
production, income is generated only once a year on the revenue side.
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Let’s have a look at Table 18. which summarize operation processes in the field of plant
production (winter wheat, corn, sugar beet).
Table 18. Operation – capacity – cost table
Mechanical
power

Working
gear

ploughing

JD-4650

disc
seedbed
preparation
harrow
roller
fertilizer
output
wheat sowing
corn sowing
sugar beet
sowing
cultivation
between lines
pest control

JD-7810
JD-4650

LEMKEN
EUROPAL
IH-10-770
RAU-6,6

JJD-4630
JD-6320 SE
JD-6320 SE

harrow
roller
M-5610

Operation

JD-7810
JD-6200
JD-6320 SE

JD-740A
JD-1750
ACCORB
MONOPAL
JD-6320 SE KSMK-6

KERTITOX
AGRI JS
826
wheat
JD 9640
harvesting
WTS
corn harvesting JD 9640
WTS
+OROS
MFKA6011
sinflower
JD-108
harvesting
+NAS673
soya
JD 9640
harvesting
WTS
sugar beet
ROPA
harvesting
EUROTIGE
R
transport
JD-6320 SE

FLIEGL
TDK 180

Service
External Purcha
(Ft/ha)
sed
(Ft/ha)
18 150

Capacity
(ha
/month)

Cost
(Ft/ha)

200

17 000

500
600

4 500
3 000

5 250
3 650

600
400
1 000

3 000
1 500
1 300

3 400
1 850
1 650

800
400
500

4 000
4 000
6 500

4 950
5 150
7 350

400

2 500

3 100

1 500

2 800

3 600

300

12 000

13 900

300

13 500

15 000

300

13 500

15 000

300

12 000

13 900

400

48 000

54 000

3 000 t

750 Ft/t

300 Ft/t
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A) Based on the above please make a similar table for your crop. Than summarize all row
and calculate cost.
Table 19. Operation – cost table
Operation

Mechanical
power

Working
gear

Cost
(Ft/ha)

Table 20. Cost per crop
Crop

Production
cost

Additional indicators:
Production cost per 1 tone winter wheat (or else) = production cost / total wheat yield
Production cost per hectare = production cost / total area
Purpose of the exercise: to get knowledge about how to calculate production cost in different
agricultural sectors.
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Required knowledge: knowledge production technology and cooperation in background logistic
processes.
Exercise 8 - Income
Revenue (production value) is the total amount of income generated by the sale of goods or
services related to the company's primary operations.
Revenue is often referred to as the top line because it sits at the top of the income statement.
The top line refers to a company's revenues or gross sales. The revenue number is the income a
company generates before any expenses are taken out. Therefore, when a company has "top-line
growth," the company is experiencing an increase in gross sales or revenue.
Income or net income is a company's total earnings or profit. When investors and analysts speak
of a company's income, they're actually referring to net income or the profit for the company.
(source:
https://www.investopedia.com/ask/answers/122214/what-difference-between-revenueand-income.asp )
Income = Production value (=Revenue) – Production cost
Profitability = Income / Production cost
A) Based on previous exercises, please calculate Income and Profitability for your plant
production sectors and animal husbandry sectors!
Table 21. Income and Profitability calculation (please copy here Production Value and Production
Cost items)
Product
name

Production Production
Value
Cost

Income

Profitability

Total
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B) Make a summary about your results and compare the result of different sectors. Why has
the highest profitability? (at least in 500 characters)

Purpose of the exercise: to get knowledge about the differences of revenue and income in different
sectors.
Required knowledge: ability to make comparison and summary in the frame of decision support
system at an enterprise. In addition to calculate the result of different solutions.
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Exercise 9 – Project management - Goals
1) Based on lecture collect the main characteristics of a project (at least 10):

2.A) If you think about your private life plan your main objectives for a one year period (e. g.
getting driving licence, travel to Greece/Niagara waterfalls/Demjén/Lake

Balaton to

see………….., try one Greek/Spanish/Thai food per month, have fun with friend once a week, go
for a trip per one or two month(s), learn horse riding, learn salsa/bachata/kizomba/tango, read a
……….. book/month etc.
My main goals for this 12 months:
2.B.) If you think about your previous production sectors try to find a project objective e.g. new
warehouse, and/or post-harvest technology, new biogas plant, new slaughterhouse, new compost
technology etc.
Main goal of my project:

Make a summary about project goal at least in 500 characters:
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3.A) If you have your private goals, please plan required tasks to achieve/realize your goals e.g.
searching for the right driving school, or dance school, enter to a library/buy new books, buy a
new cookery book, get in touch with travel agency etc. – one by one. Take into consideration your
resources.
3.B) In the case of your project describe the following:
- Your experiences, profession, qualifications in 500 characters:

-

Existing infrastructure of your enterprise in 500 characters:
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-

Make a list about the tasks of your project:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Purpose of the exercise: to get knowledge about how to define objectives and how to start to
realize them.
Required knowledge: be able to make decisions, create objectives and think processes over step by
step.

Exercise 10 – Project management – Working in group
From the beginning of project life cycle you have to work with others. Why? This is some kind of
group work. However, some of us like to meet new people, love to talk, enjoy group work, do big
social events etc. On the positive side, extroverts are often described as talkative, sociable, actionoriented, enthusiastic, friendly, and out-going. On the negative side, they are sometimes described
as attention-seeking, easily distracted, and unable to spend time alone. On the other hand,
extroverts are also more likely to engage in risk-taking behaviours, including risky health
behaviours.
How many personality traits can you list just off the top of your head? Outgoing, friendly, kind,
cranky, lazy, mean. You can probably rattle off a lot of different descriptions that apply to
personality, but do each of these really represent a specific personality trait?
Today, the most popular theory suggests that there are five broad dimensions of personality. You
might find it helpful to use the acronym OCEAN (openness, conscientiousness, extraversion,
agreeableness, and neuroticism) when trying to remember the big five traits. CANOE (for
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conscientiousness, agreeableness, neuroticism, openness, and extraversion) is another commonly
used acronym.
It is important to note that each of the five personality factors represents a range between two
extremes. For example, extraversion represents a continuum between extreme extraversion and
extreme introversion. In the real world, most people lie somewhere in between the two polar ends
of each dimension.
1) First of all, please read more about five personality factor: https://www.verywellmind.com/thebig-five-personality-dimensions-2795422
2) Think it over which personality factors do you have. Than think it over which personality
factors do you prefer in your project group. Write a short description about it (max. 500
characters):

Purpose of the exercise: to get knowledge about personality factors.
Required knowledge: open-minded for new aspects. Able to work in group.

Exercise 11 – Project management – Communication plan
In the case of project communication have to be planned. Project communication plans might
include things like identifying key stakeholders and primary client contacts, definitions of what
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types of communication to use and when, or a list of meetings that will take place throughout
project milestones. Using the principle above – who needs to know what, in what format, when.
On one hand inside the project management and between consortium partners. On the other hand,
the communication in a project/working group and/or between these groups in really important.
These processes usually involved inner communication plan.
However, everybody has to be well-informed about projects by media for example. It is usually
requirement. So in the frame of communication plan you have to detail opening event, midterm
event, closing event, communication channels (direct/indirect), website, publications, project
dissemination too. I addition marketing element have to be involved e.g. logo and project code and
project title on notes, invitation letters, on formal sheets etc.
1) Please define your communication goals:
2) Please write a communication plan in 1000-1500 characters!
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Purpose of the exercise: to get knowledge about communication requirement in the frame of a
project.
Required knowledge: knowledge about communication forms and skills.

Exercise 12 – Project management –Budget planning
First, the approved budget is what drives project funding. It will tell stakeholders how much
money is needed and when it is needed. Your ability to get people, equipment, and materials when
they are needed are dependent on the funding provided as a result of your budget.
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The second reason budgeting is important for your project is because it provides the basis for
project cost control. By measuring the project's actual cost against the approved budget, you can
determine if the project is progressing according to the plan or if corrective action is needed. This
is accomplished using a cost baseline.
There are six pieces of information that you will need to prepare your budget:
-

Activity Cost Estimates

-

Basis of Estimates

-

Scope Baseline

-

Project Schedule

-

Resource Calendars

-

Contracts

Activity cost estimates are the individual cost estimates for each activity or work package that
your project will complete. For each activity, the cost estimate generally includes direct labor,
materials, equipment, services, facilities, and information technology.
The basis of estimates documents supporting details about the activity cost estimates. For
example, how the estimates were made, assumptions and constraints, and the confidence level of
each estimate.
The scope baseline will let you know if there are any funding constraints that may be mandated by
your organization, contracts, or other groups such as government agencies.
The project schedule will be used to determine the cost budget over time. For a specified calendar
period, you can combine the activity costs that are planned for that period to determine the timephased budget.
Resource calendars will let you know which resources are assigned to the project and when they
are assigned. Using each rates for each resource and combining with the project schedule you can
then determine resource costs over time.
Contracts for products or services will be used to determine their costs and can then be included to
the project budget. (https://www.project-management-skills.com/project-budgeting.html )
Large commercial projects can have project budgets that are several pages long. Such projects
often have a large number of costs associated with them, such as labour costs, material
procurement costs, and operating costs. The Project Budget itself is a dynamic document.
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1) Please plan your project budget based on the following:
(number of tasks, cost categories, taxes, number of years, rate of payment -> resources)

2) Describe your project budget (task – cost, services, licences needed etc.)

Purpose of the exercise: to get knowledge about how to plan activities and related cost.
Required knowledge: financial and project management skills.
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Exercise 13 – Project management – Strategical analysis
You can find how to make SWOT analysis at Exercise 2.
A) Based on your project plan make SWOT analysis for ……………………………… . Write
minimum 5-5 components to each quadrant.
Strengths

Weakness

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

Opportunities

Threats

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

B) Please describe the above SWOT analysis, causes and relations and effects in minimum
one page!
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Purpose of the exercise: to define a concepts and highlight the borderlines of the activities.
Required knowledge: get knowledge about how think based on strategical concept and how to
applicate system approach in project planning.
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Exercise 14 – Project management – Risk assessment
A) Identify the main risks during project life cycle. Categorize it by groups e.g. human risk,
production risk, financial risk, legislation risk, climate risk. Than define the level of these risks. At
the end write down how you handle it to avoid the fail of the project. Write minimum 7 risks.
Risk

Type

Level

Manage risk

Purpose of the exercise: to recognize risks and handle them.
Required knowledge: get knowledge about how to deal with risks and make decisions.
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